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1. Introduction to the deliverable and its
objectives
On the one hand, this report serves as a deliverance log for D1.1, which nature is Other. It is the
documentary proof that the project on-line methodological platform is ready for launch. This platform
is foreseen to integrate all the online services and tools provided by project partners:
● Information around most promising FET trends, and open consultation around them;
● The organisation of the Trendington event;
● The IdeAcademy.
The document covers:
1. Key decisions around the design of on-line services to be provided through the Platform;
2. Tools and methodologies to be used for each service category.

It is therefore related to one of PREFET’s strategic objectives: SO2 - To design and implement strategic
services oriented to the preparation, training and positioning of potential FET stakeholders.
It is important to explain that this document presents and describes key elements of PREFET
methodological platform, focussing into the online services being used / offered by PREFET partners
for the fulfilment of project objectives, all of them accessible from the project’s website
(www.prefet.eu). The possibility to integrate these into a platform for future use and sustainability of
project results cannot be designed yet, since it needs to take into full consideration a careful
observation of day-to-day activities of the project, KPIs achieved and feedback from users and
stakeholders, potential for exploitation or usage per component, and the necessary agreements
between PREFET Partners (i.e. detailed differentiation and understanding of limits around background
and foregound, and future maintenance responsibilities -such as hosting- and investment interest
from partners). It will therefore be included in D4.3 PREFET methodological platform open services
report.
Since this deliverable belongs to WP1 “Project management”, we have also taken the opportunity to
use this document to present and describe key on-line/service elements for the project success:
● A project online collaborative tool for partners: the main purpose of collaborative tools is to
offer a common platform to enhance the coordination of the project, allowing co-working,
sharing, scheduling, communicating and document management related to the project.
● Communication means and deliverable management: the purpose of the communication
means is to ensure the proper interaction between the partners through all the tools
described in this section for a correct execution of the project, whereas the deliverable
management procedures, guidelines and requirements guarantee objective compliance and
quality of the reporting to EC.
In fact, we start by describing these first, and then work around the services offered.
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2. Project online collaborative tool
In this section we describe the main collaboration means and practices employed in PREFET, including
a description of ownCloud (the project online collaboration tool), detailed explanations of the types
of documents used and the best practices associated with their usage.

2.1 Tools: PREFET ownCloud platform
The main tool used for daily collaboration among the consortium members is the ownCloud platform.
ownCloud (https://owncloud.org/) is an open source file management and collaboration software
trusted by hundreds of organizations worldwide. It can be customized with a variety of features, such
as file storage, calendars, activity feed, mobile and desktop syncing, collaborative document editing
and so on. For the purposes of PREFET, a dedicated installation of ownCloud has been made in the
computational premises of RTDI.

2.1.1. How to access PREFET ownCloud?
PREFET ownCloud can be accessed at: http://myowncloud.rtdi.eu. To access it, one will need the
credentials issued for the participants of each PREFET partner by the RTDI IT team. If extra credentials
are needed (e.g. because of the addition of a new member) the PC representatives must be contacted
and informed.
Desktop client: Desktop clients are available for the main operating systems:
https://owncloud.org/install/#install-clients. These clients permit integrating the structure and
documents of PREFET ownCloud installation into ones desktop, as well as synchronising them and
having them available offline.
→ Note: Since the desktop client may differ from user to user, the explanations about the project’s
ownCloud will be based on the web version of the tool for the rest of this document.

2.1.2. PREFET ownCloud features
For the purposes of the project, we have set up a number of features
detailed below. To navigate among features go to the upper left of
the web client software version (Figure 1).
Files: The Files tab allows navigating the project’s folder structure.
One can share, see the details and download the contents of each
folder, as well as certain additional actions depending on user rights.
Calendar: The Calendar tab allows viewing and adding to the
project’s different calendars. Two main calendars are foreseen
(¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.):
-

PREFET main calendar. Includes all meetings (virtual and faceto-face) by all work groups of the project (at project level and
WP level).
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Figure 1. Navigating the
features of PREFET ownCloud
using the web client's top-left
menu.
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-

Dissemination calendar. Includes announcements for all dissemination activities related to the
project (Calls for Papers, Workshops, Conferences).

Documents: The documents tab gives access to the documents of the project’s ownCloud. Each
document can also be accessed through its respective folder. Three types of documents are used: i)
.odt documents (editable online), ii) MS Word and iii) PDF documents (non-editable online, subject to
versioning). Through ownCloud and depending on user rights and document type one can: download,
edit, share, see the details of and delete a document.
Gallery: Gallery gives access to the figures, logos and photographs of the project.
Activity: The activity tab gives an overview of recent actions performed by the different stakeholders
in the project’s file system.
Extra features: Finally, the project’s ownCloud platform includes five additional features that can be
used optionally by partners individually according to their needs or on an as-needed basis: i) Mail, ii)
Conversations, iii) Announcements, iv) Contacts, v) Tasks.

2.2 Document Management
2.2.1. Folder structure in ownCloud
Figure 2 shows the folder structure in the project’s ownCloud repository. This structure corresponds
to the permanent elements of each folder, with additional elements and sub-folders possible to be
added as the project progresses.

Figure 2. Folder structure in PREFET ownCloud repository. The structure shows only the permanent
repository elements.

The structure in the ownCloud repository is organized around the project’s work packages, with one
extra folder for the consortium documents:
Consortium Documents folder: it contains the:
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-

Contact information of each person involved in the project, and the mailing lists used by the
project.
Dissemination material, including flyers, logo, slides, and the publishable project summary.
Official deliverables, with the final version of each project deliverable.
Legal documents, such as the finalized consortium agreement.
Templates, including templates for deliverables, internal reports or meeting minutes

Work package folders: Although the internal structure of each work package folder may differ and
change in the duration of the project, they all share two common folder types:
-

Meetings, a folder which contains all communication logs and the minutes of each meeting related
to the specific work package.

-

Deliverables, a folder which includes the working deliverable versions. WP1 includes an Internal
Reporting folder for periodic internal reports.

2.2.2. Document use guidelines
This subsection contains information related to internal project documents, used for collaboration
among partners.

Templates
All available document templates can be found in the ownCloud directory.

Use the correct document type
Working documents: Working documents is the type of documents most often used by the partners
during their involvement with the project. These are documents used by the project’s task forces and
work groups for day-to-day collaboration. They appear in every WP project folder.
We will be using two types of working documents:
i) MS Word files (.doc, .docx) and
ii) OpenDocument Text files (.odt). One can
easily create an OpenDocument Text file
directly from the ownCloud web client (Figure
4). ODT documents allow multiple partners to
write on the same document at the same time,
as well as to view each other’s additions.
→ When to use Word and when ODT files?
As a rule of thumb, use ODT files in the early
stages of writing a document, for example
during brainstorming with a PREFET work group.
Use MS Word files at later stages of the
collaboration, when it becomes necessary to
have a structured, well-defined document.
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Figure 3. Creating an ODT document to
brainstorm with other PREFET partners through
the ownCloud web client.
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When shifting from ODT to MS Word, synchronous online editing is no longer feasible, and versioning
will need to be used.
Meeting logs & Minutes: The meeting logs & minutes, are documents meant to summarize the most
important elements of each virtual discussion among PREFET partners.
Reports (internal): Internal reports are submitted every six months for each work package in progress,
by the respective WP leader. Their purpose is to inform the project PC as to the progress of the work
package and the follow-up of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Naming conventions and document versioning
The pattern to be used for naming documents in the project is the following:
For deliverables:
PREFET_WPX_DX.X_Title_date info (dd_mm_yy),
For example, this deliverable is shall be named PREFET_WP1_D1.1_PREFET Platform_someDate.docx
until he reaches the final state.
For the rest of the documents:
Title_PREFET_date info (dd_mm_yy)
Therefore, in general project documents must include
•

PREFET: mandatory for all the official documents like deliverables

•

Title: the name of the document (full qualified name for deliverables).

•

Date info: any date, validity period, or other date-related information having a clear
semantic.

•

FINAL: to be used when a document reaches the final state.

Language standards
•

The language of the project is UK English.

•

Be as clear, simple and concise as possible.

•

Prefer active voice and engaging language.

2.2.3. Dissemination level of ownCloud documents
All documents except deliverables are by default considered as private, until the consortium SC
decides to release them publicly.

3. Other communication means
This section is dedicated to communication within the project (internal communication). It details the
tools that can be used by the partners to interact, the procedures and guidelines for meetings and
their schedules, and how conflicts are managed.
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3.1 Tools
3.1.1. E-mail, mailing lists and other contact details
The following mailing lists have been created:
-

General mailing list:
o

prefet@rtdi.eu: all persons involved in the project

A document with the actual subscribers to these mailing lists is available on PREFET ownCloud
platform. It also includes all relevant data for each partner (contact person and coordinates, activity,
address, Skype user…).
The creation of other mailing lists as well as the updating of actual subscribers of these mailing lists
can be done by sending an email to evagarcia@rtdi.eu.
The following rules should be applied when using mailing lists:
-

Avoid spamming mailboxes of the whole consortium by using the right mailing lists and limiting
the broadcasting of emails only to those concerned by the message;

-

Add "PREFET:" in the subject line followed by the subject and indications and dates

-

For a clear answer, be specific;

-

No endless debate;

-

Write in English.

3.1.2. Virtual meeting software
Systems to hold electronic meetings can be used so as to reduce the amount of travel but also to allow
unplanned meetings. The project members can preferably use either Skype or GoToMeeting:
-

Skype can be used for meetings with a few participants (i.e. technical meetings between WP
members).

-

GoToMeeting can be used for many participants (i.e. TCC monthly meetings).

3.2 Internal Communication
In a project as complex as PREFET, it is expected that there will be continuous flow of information and
interaction between the various WPs. Since there is a strong interdependency among the work to be
delivered by each separate WP, one of the main challenges is to clearly understand and keep track of
the activity in all WPs. To ensure this challenge is tackled, the main tools are WP activity reports, work
and management meetings and minutes of these meetings.
Getting information from activity reports. Each WPL is responsible for keeping track of the activity and
deliverables not only of her WP but also, of those which are influencing the work of their own WP. In
order to facilitate this, activity reports will be produced and will be available on PREFET ownCloud
platform in the concerned WP folders.
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3.2.1. Meetings management
The WP members are encouraged to meet every time they find it useful (at least once a month) either
by virtual communication means or face-to-face meetings. Monthly audios are scheduled every
second Monday of a month, at 10 CET; and frequency is increased for high-intensity moments.
Meeting management procedure:
-

Restrict meeting attendees to only those who need to attend.
Choose a suitable date and add a dedicated entry in the PREFET calendar of the ownCloud
platform.
A meeting agenda should be distributed prior to the meeting date. This will enable participants to
identify the required attendees and make arrangements.
Record the minutes, and make them available on the PREFET ownCloud platform within 5 to 10
working days following the meeting.

Meeting Minutes: The minutes of each meeting should contain some essential information. Here is
the procedure for minutes’ management:
-

-

Add the meeting logs & minutes document after each meeting. Typically the responsible for this
is the meeting chairperson (Coordinator, WP leader, etc.).
Use the respective meetings folder. Typically this is the “Meetings” sub-folder per WP folder.
Include the following information in each new Meeting Log: summary table of the project, date of
the meeting, list of participants, objectives, discussion points during the meeting,
results/decisions/action list (including partners involved and deadlines).
Focus into decisions taken and actions agreed into.

3.2.2. Virtual communication: When, how and why do we meet
virtually?
Meant to facilitate day-to-day interactions and work (when face to face meetings are not possible).
They are not bound to a specific category of meetings.
For virtual meetings requiring a few participants, it is recommended to use Skype.
For virtual meetings with many participants, it is recommended to use GoToMeeting.

3.2.3. Face-to-face meetings: When and why do we meet in person?
The following schema gives the overview of planned face-to-face meetings:

Kick-off meeting
(November 2018)

Mid-term meeting
(November 2019)

1st Review
(September 2019)

Final review (April
2020)

End of project
meeting (March
2020)

Figure 4. Overview of project meetings.

Consortium meetings: Overall, meetings will include a project kick-off meeting (Travel 1), mid-term
meeting (Travel 2), a final meeting with all partners (Travel 3) and 2 review meetings with the
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European Commission reviewers (Travels 4, 5). The purpose of the kick-off meeting is to launch the
project, while those of the mid-term, final meetings and review meetings will be to report on the
project progress and if necessary redefine the programme for the remaining work. Procedures for
managing future exploitation of results will be also discussed and assessed during mid-term meeting.
Besides the planned meetings, if necessary, it will be possible to organize other more restricted ones
with the aim to achieve a better coordination in some specific tasks or work packages. In principle
they will be held via audio-conference, unless a physical meeting is considered necessary for the
proper fulfilment of objectives. The consultations with the Chief Methodological Officer, Chief
Technological Officer and Chief Impact Officer could also be organised ad-hoc when necessary.

3.2.4. Conflict resolutions: Who and when to contact in case of a
conflict?
Conflicts can be raised by everyone, who will report it to the Management Board (MB). The preferable
way for reporting is to send an email to the responsible person, explaining: the conflict, the
stakeholders, the origin and context, the solutions proposed if any, and the related actions and/or
interactions that have occurred.
The generic risk management procedure applies here and can be referred to. Its specialisation for
conflict management is the following:
•

To be done by the conflict reporter:
1. Define the problem in a written form (by email, in minutes of meeting, etc), so as to determine
whether there is mutual understanding of the nature of the problem by those affected.
2. Determine whether the situation is a real problem causing immediate impact or is a potential
problem which may or may not occur.
3. Transmit the documented conflict to the MB.

•

To be done by the MB:
4. Determine possible courses of action which could remove the problem or limit the damage
caused by it. These can then be assessed in terms of effort required, the chances that the
problem will be cleared, and any wider effects on the project and timing considerations.
5. Select the actions to be taken and determine who is to carry them out. These should be
recorded so that they can be monitored to ensure that they are completed.
6. Seek consensus among partners. If the problem has resulted in a key decision then a decision
statement should be raised.

In last resort, when no solution can be found or the parties refuse to apply the solution, the MB
communicates the issue to the EU for decision.

4. Outputs
4.1 Deliverables management
A deliverable reflects the work performed in the related WP following the descriptions of the task(s)
as written in the GA. Deliverables are submitted to the EC for review according to the schedule recalled
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below in the deliverables list. The Work Package (WP) leader coordinates both the tasks and the
deliverables; he or she is responsible for the deliverable quality management and its delivery to the
Coordinator, who submits to the EU.

4.1.1. Guidelines and requirements for deliverable writing: How to
write deliverable documents?
Deliverables which are in a written form (Reports) have to be delivered in an MS Word .docx format,
which will be transformed into a PDF document for submission to the EU. Nevertheless, before they
are put in this form, they can be writen collaboratively using the dedicated feature of the collaborative
platform (for example .odt documents).
Written deliverables have to comply with the following requirements:
-

Use the most up-to-date deliverable template, available on the collaborative platform.

-

Following the template, the structure of a deliverable document is as follows. All parts must be
present and updated, unless empty: i) cover page with the essential information about the
deliverable, its identifier, title, date, and authors; ii) administrative page with the details about the
project and the deliverable; iii) history of changes, iv) updated table of contents, v) glossary or list
of abbreviations where useful, vi) introduction/executive summary; vii) main sections and subsections as appropriate (a maximum of four hierarchical levels should be used); viii) bibliography
and annexes if relevant at the end of the document.

-

Cross-references to other deliverables, the GA, work packages and tasks should be used as much
as possible to avoid redundancies in documents. This however has to be done in a clever way
targeting the best compromise between readability or understandability and redundancies
avoidance.

-

References to figures and tables are in this form: Figure xx, resp. Table xx.

-

Reference to external resources should follow the Chicago author-date citation style (Chicago
20161).

4.1.2. Deliverables Management Process: How to manage deliverables
until their submission?
As early as possible after the start of task(s) related to a deliverable, the WP leader identifies the
deliverable contributors (authors) and at least 1 reviewer. Reviewers are persons who did not
contribute to the deliverable and have greater experience to assess the quality of the contents.

1

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
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5. PREFET Platform
Along several project meetings and audio-conferences, it was decided that during project duration,
PREFET services will be always accessible from the project’s webiste (www.prefet.eu), which is meant
to become the one-stop shop for all results from the project, and corner stone for the future
sustainability and scale-up of knowledge and services.
It will include the following tree of services:
INFORMING

PARTICIPATING

EMPOWERING

TRAINING &
COACHING

TOP FET TRENDS

Interactive map

IDEACADEMY

Open Consultation

Trendington
(event)

Trainings
RRI-focused
Technology
development
school

Figure 5: Structure of services and inter-relationships within PREFET Platform.

This structure is just the starting point of a platform which is to evolve intensenly along the project
and beyond, increasing in contents and richness, as well as in the number and type of engaged
stakeholders. Reports around this evolution, related activities and resulting outcomes belongs to
future deliverables, as shown in Figure 6:
TOP FET TRENDS

IDEACADEMY

Interactive map

Open Consultation

D2.4 Final Trends
Report

D2.3 OTC Report

Trendington
(event)

Trainings
RRI-focused
Technology
development
school

D3.3 Trendington
Report

D4.1 IdeAcademy Programme
and materials

Figure 6: Relation of services and PREFET deliverables.
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This deliverable is also closely related to D5.1 Communication & Dissemination Plan, since this one
describes the look&feel for the Platform, technical requirements, user experience and webiste
positioning strategy.

6. The Services
6.1 FET Trends
The PREFET project is about evidence-based detection of emerging technology trends with highimpact potential, and funnel them down to successful fet proposals for 2019 and 2020 calls (and their
continuation under the new pathfinder). Around 45 really hot technology trends have been prevalidated and open to a public consultation, in 3 areas, which remain as the strategic focus of the
project:
•
•
•

Energy, Environment, Climate change
Health and Life Sciences
ICT for a connected Society

Additionally, this list of trends was transformed into a digital service by Partners by developing an
infographic and interactive map of trends and subtrends to be published in the project’s website, and
which could be kept updated / increased in the future → 1st STRATEGIC DECISION AROUND THIS
DELIVERABLE AND TOWARDS D4.3

Figure 7: Infographic representations being considered, to be published in PREFET website by 23
September 2019.

(More details in D2.4 Final "RRI-Technology Trends analysis report)
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6.2 Open Consultation
Fundamental to PREFET’s plan to engage experts is the identification and prioritation of most
promising emerging trends with highest impact potential in Science, Technology and Society. For this
purpose, an open consultation was launch in June 2019 (until October 2019, right before the
Trendington event). 2 STRATEGIC DECISIONS WERE TAKEN AT THIS STAGE AROUND THIS
DELIVERABLE AND TOWARDS D4.3:
1. Using PREFET.eu website as the platform for compiling all results, designing ad-hoc surveys
and customized functionalities (instead of using standard / open services – i.e. EUSurvey). We
considered it most relevant to facilitate engagement from the tardet audiences + usability of
results towards feeding top-level discussion during the Trendington.

Figure 8: Content components for
Open Cosnultation online service
developed for PREFET.
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2. Using LINKNOVATE’s AI-based potential to detect thousands of relevant experts to consult.
With the target of 20-70 experts per trend, around 1500 - 3400 experts were to be contacted
in total, to be identified from the scouting exercise carried out for the identification of the 45
trends, and contacted by batches during 1.5-2 months. This would be completed with direct
contacts by all Partners to relevant stakeholders from their network.
Specific and relevant target audiences for this survey were also defined:
Researchers belonging to FET projects (active projects and those having finished in 2018)
Top-level experts in S&T – Detected during trends scouting
Young promising researchers – Track top-level scientific publications
ERC holders (very often jump to FET)
RRI experts closer to disruptive technologies
(More details in D2.3 OTC report)

6.3 Trendington
This event has evolve into a product which comprises several services at the same time → STRATEGIC
DECISION AROUND THIS DELIVERABLE AND TOWARDS D4.3
•

•
•
•

A top-level / dynamized discussion around the hottest trends in Science and Technology,
including a specific methodology for the consideration of RRI aspects (more details in D3.3
Trendington report);
A dissemination service around the 15 top trends selected for seeding project ideas around
them (methodology-related – see also D3.3 Trendington report for future details);
An opportunity for leveraging blended learning paradigms around the IdeAcademy;
A support service for the organisation of infodays (i.e. that increase the participation of
researchers rather than intermediaries and managers – see also D3.3 Trendington report for
future details).

However, none of these services are planned to be based online, with the PREFET.eu platform
becoming the isntrument for registration of the different target audiences:
Main Audience 1 and Target = 12 top experts around 45 pre-trends (4/area – 1 of them from
Madrid) + 4 experts in RRI (1/area + 1 reserve – 1 from Madrid) (for the morning closed session)
Main Audience 2 and Target = ~50 Mid-career and young researchers that could “get hooked” with
one of the 15 top-trends selected in the morning, towards creating project around them (for the
afternoon open session).
Secondary audience = Researchers looking to submit proposal for May 2020 FET OPEN CALL within
one of the 15 top-trends (sub-group of Main Audience 2).
For this reason, no other details are to be added to this deliverable.
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6.4 IdeAcademy
In relation to the launch of the IdeAcademy, a trial has been foreseen for the period 26/09/2019 –
14/11/2019 → STRATEGIC DECISION AROUND THIS DELIVERABLE AND TOWARDS D4.3:
•

How this trial will be run?

On 26/9/19, within the Future Tech Week 2019, we are organising a 1-morning kick-off virtual event,
including:
1. A brief webinar about What IdeAcademy offers;
2. A video streamed seminar about RRI and deep technology, by Martin de Heaver from DMUORBIT at Cambridge University; for 1st registered participants.
From there, online training via PREFET website will be offered (see below). Event URL:
https://www.prefet.eu/academy/ (under construction)
During PREFET Trending ton event in 14/11, participants will be offered to meet with a coach and
benefit from on-demand technology and partners scouting services.
This activity will serve as an MVP of the IdeAcademy towards activities to be launched January 2020.
•

About the trainings selected for the trial:

Courses functioning:
o
o
o
o
o

Potential contact with experts
Main Audience = Mid-career researchers working on the TOP 15 trends
Secondary audience = Researchers looking to submit a proposal for May 2020 FET OPEN
CALL
Tertiary audience = Researchers looking to submit proposal for September 2019 FET OPEN
CALL
Geographic scope: Countries that can participate in H2020 calls (EU28 and Associated
Members)

Courses description:
Introduction to RRI – Video streamed seminar on 26/09/2019
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is an approach to research and innovation
governance aiming to ensure that research purpose, process and outcomes are acceptable,
sustainable and desirable. This approach helps define how social and ethical considerations
can be incorporated into the research design process and how organisations should manage
the ethical dilemmas that arise through the use of information and communication
technology.
ORBIT has developed a structured approach for the design and integration of Responsible
Research and Innovation activities into research and innovation projects. This approach helps
you work out what should be done, who should be involved and what they will be responsible
for. It gives you a set of processes to work through and explains what information you should
be gathering along the way. Through the explanation of the 6 Pillars Framework and the use
of the Project Self-Assessment tool, the course will allow delegates to gain sufficient
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knowledge and understanding of the core principles of RRI and their relevance in research
and innovation processes. A certificate will be awarded to attendees at the end of the course
The video-streamed seminar will start with the broad contextual background for RRI and
explains how the need for greater oversight of and social engagement with innovation came
about. We then go on to discuss how these concepts are made more concrete and useful with
the AREA Framework.
Learning outcomes:
Responsible Research and Innovation
• Familiarity with the concept of Responsible Research and Innovation
• Understanding the need for RRI
• Understanding the salience of RRI in technology
• Reflection on the role and responsibilities of researchers within society, including
familiarity with how individual, proxy, and collective agency can be utilised by
researchers
• How to scope and design RRI activities in a proposal for funding for Horizon 2020
and Horizon Europe
Real-world applications
• Understanding current issues associated with RRI through workshopped case
studies
• Familiarity with the purpose and application of the Project Self-Assessment Tool for
creating an RRI ‘score’ for a project.

Building appealing projects with strong innovative visions – On-line skill building
programme from 26/09 to 14/11/2019
The main purpose is to support users into growing solid project concepts with strong focus
into FET gate keepers, valuable understanding around hottest tech trends, and deeply
multidisciplinary teams.
For this purpose, a dedicated online platform will be leveraged, described along several
screenshots below.
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PROJECT IDEATION

OBJECTIVES

A visual dashboard allows
monitoring which steps have been
covered, are on-going or not yet
started + which ones would benefit
from revision in accordance to the
results to the final checklist.
It also gives access to the contents
and tools.

From www.prefet-eu/academy, this course can be accessed,
currently hosted at innowizard.eu/IdeAcademy
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Every step starts with a briefing
on how to do it best + a Checklist
to reflect around the project
fundamental components – They
offer valuable training contents
with examples, figures, videos,
self-coaching support…

SC. EVIDENCE OR TECH
EMBRYO

OPEN
CHALLENGE

Users are taken to several
conceptual maps to build their
project vission and concept

RADICAL
VISION

TECHNOLOGY TO BE
DEVELOPED

FUTURE
SCENARIO

Along the design and ideation process, users get continuous hints and examples on how to fill in each map-field.

Need expert
support?
I have questions
about some
concept, my
project, or FET calls

Coach support
around your
project

At each step, user can
ask for specific
support from trainers,
coaches…
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Need to find
multidisciplinary
partners

